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Alien Invasion - our version of the popular women's perfume. A sophisticated floral Oriental
fragrance opening with green fruity top notes of plum, neroli, star anise, cardamom and
green accord supported by an Oriental floral blend of jasmine, muguet, rose, orange
blossom, cashmeran and ylang leading to powdery amber and musky base notes.

Angelic Touch - our version of the popular women's perfume. An ambery Oriental with fruity
top notes of bergamot, cassis, strawberry, dewberry and cocoa. The heart is a sweet floral
with jasmine, lily of the valley, orchid, rose and honey and the base is floral and woody with
notes of vanilla, caramel, tonka, patchouli, sandal, musk and amber.

Baby Powder - a lovely, clean scent reminiscent of baby/talcum powder. A soft powdery
baby accord with caring floral notes of rose, violet and heliotrope supported by a base of
smooth woods, vanilla and musk.

Baked Cookie - Rich, comforting warm aroma of sweet freshly baked cookies. A delicious
combination of cookies, coconut, vanilla and rich cream.

Bakewell Tart - A delicious mouthwatering bakewell tart accord with a juicy cherry, raspberry
and strawberry puree sealed with fondant icing on a scrumptious vanilla almond cake base.

Birthday Cake - A novel scent of mouthwatering birthday cake, depicted by a blend of fresh
fluffy sponge, encasing whipped double cream & fruity strawberry jam. Finished off with a
layer of sweet smooth pink icing and a generous dusting of icing sugar.

Bliss Fresh - our version of the popular fabric softener fragrance. A fruity floral peach
fragrance with citrusy orange and mandarin on a base of musk and soft woods.



Blue Agave & Cacao - our version of the popular designer scent. A vibrant Latin melody
with sparkling citrus notes of lime and grapefruit leading onto a heart of blue agava enriched
by a sensual blend of cinnamon, vetivert and cacao.

Blue Raspberry Slushie - A fresh summer fruit accord dominated by notes of blueberry
followed by a raspberry and strawberry blend all sweetened by base notes of creamy vanilla.

Caramel Fudge - A rich accord of creamy fudge, sticky caramel, creamy vanilla and brown
sugar.

Celestial Whisper - An oriental accord with a delicate blend of red berries, honey and
caramel encapsulated by praline and vanilla notes.

Cherry Blossom - A graceful fruity floral fragrance where fruity top notes of apple and
cherry combine with a heart of jasmine and rose on a base of musks, amber and a hint of
vanilla.

Citrus Soak - A vibrant citrus accord combining notes of lemon, verbena, lemongrass and
with spicy nuances and a base of citrus pith, musk and woods. Smells like Lemon Sherbert.

Coconut Lime - A sweet coconut and lime fragrance opening with lime, lemon, orange,
apple and coconut leading into a soft floral heart resting on a sweet base of vanilla, musk
and gentle woods.

Cotton Fresh - our version of the popular candle scent. A powdery musky floral accord with
violet and orange blossom along with refreshing green hints, jasmine and lily.

Dark Coconut – Our version of the popular candle scent. A creamy woody coconut accord
with coconut, sweet vanilla, cedarwood, nuances of tropical flowers and musk.

Dark Honey & Tobacco - This rich and full aroma opens with notes of citrus orange and
bergamot with honey tones onto a heart of warming spices of cinnamon and clove with floral
nuances of jasmine, gardenia and muguet all on a rich base of amber, cedar, patchouli,
sandalwood, vanilla and musk.

Dark Opium - version of the popular women's perfume. A warm Oriental spicy fragrance
with top notes of pink pepper, orange blossom and pear leading to a heart of orchid and
coffee and a sumptuous base of amber, patchouli, vanilla and cedar.

Dark Orchid – our version of the popular women's perfume. A spicy Oriental accord with
opening notes of bergamot, orange, ginger, pepper, clove, thyme, apple, cassis, plum,
coconut and peach leading into a floral heart of jasmine, ylang, lily, violet and rose on a rich
base of patchouli, sandalwood, cedarwood, amber, musks, tonka, vanilla, cinnamon, vetiver
and moss.

Dark Pomegranate - our version of the popular designer scent. A spicy accord opening with
pink pepper, cardamom, armoise, thyme, frankincense, lime and lemon leading into a heart



of clove, patchouli and lily with fruity notes of apple, plum and raspberry on a base of amber,
tobacco, cedarwood, guaiacwood, cistus and musks.

Egyptian Amber - A rich sultry fragrance with warm Moroccan amber enriched by spicy
cinnamon, bitter orange and touches of coriander leading to a base of vanilla pod,
sandalwood, patchouli and ylang.

English Pear and Freesia - our version of the popular designer scent. A fresh fruity floral
accord with notes of juicy pear, followed by soft florals of freesia and rose supported by
patchouli, amber and sheer musk.

Fleecy Towels - Similar in style and identity to this famous candle fragrance The fresh scent
of clean towels warm from the dryer with notes of lemon, apple, lavender and lily.
This is a fresh & clean fragrance.

French Vanilla - A rich vanillic accord with notes of caramel and tonka.

Fresh Coffee – strong, freshly brewed coffee. A rich dark full bodied roast coffee fragrance
with a hint of cream and a dusting of cocoa.

Fresh Laundry – Our version of the popular fabric softener fragrance. A diffusive fruity floral
accord opening with clean ozonic notes and soft citrus orange, peach and green apple
leading to a floral heart of translucent jasmine, rose and neroli freshened with aromatic
nuances of anis, eucalyptus and green notes. The fragrance finishes with a soft trail of
patchouli and vanilla.

Fresh Linen - a refreshing clean scent with subtle notes of powder & musk

Fresh Meadow - This accord opens with bright aldehydes, apple, melon and green notes
onto a heart of rose, orange blossom and nuances of peach on a base of sandalwood,
cedarwood, patchouli and tonka.

Golden Orchid - our version of the popular fabric softener fragrance. A robust Oriental
accord opening with soft fruits, coconut and cyclamen leading to a warm heart of clove and
rich floral tones of jasmine, heliotrope and rose supported by a sweet base of vanilla, amber,
sugar, musk.

Honeysuckle & Sandalwood - Our version of the popular fabric softener fragrance. A
balsamic fruity floral accord with top notes of orange, lime, lemon, apple, pear, peach,
pineapple and lavender leading to a sweet floral heart of honeysuckle, rose, violet and lily on
a base of sandalwood, vanilla, tonka, cedar, musk, amber and caramel.

Lady Millionaire - our version of the popular womens perfume. A multifaceted white floral
with top notes of orange, neroli and apple with a floral heart of jasmine, violet and peony
supported by a fond of amber, patchouli, sandalwood, vanilla and musk.



Lavender – A simple yet strong lavender accord is enhanced by cool top notes of fresh
eucalyptus leaves and soft bergamot pith. Warm notes of patchouli and sweet tonka are in
the heart while the base is rich and constant with soft moss and woody musks.

La Vee A Bell - our version of the popular women's fragrance. An Oriental fragrance that
starts with top notes of bergamot, grapefruit and cassis. It is followed by floral notes of orris,
jasmine, orange blossom and lily and rests on a background with vanilla, tonka bean,
praline, patchouli, cedarwood, musk and ambergris.

Lemon & Lavender - our version of the popular designer scent. A bright fragrance of lemon,
lavender and eucalyptus with green and fruity nuances including tomato leaf, lime and
spices.

Lemon Meringue Pie - A true and simple accord combining the subtle sweetness of lemon
curd with hints of soft sweet meringue, vanilla and a cake base.

Madamme - our version of the popular women's perfume. A chypre accord opening with
bergamot, lemon, lime, orange, green leaf, apple, plum, cassis and galbanum leading to a
heart of jasmine, rose, lily, freesia, violet and gardenia with marine hints on a rich base of
patchouli, sandalwood, cedarwood, amber, vanilla, tonka and musks.

Mandarin Orange - Spicy, sweet scent of orange pulp with bright grapefruit notes. A fresh
mouthwatering winter mandarin fragrance that is twisted by hints of grapefruit, orange and
lychee with cool zesty notes of Sicilian lemon, key lime and green leaf.

Mango & Passionfruit - A sweet juicy tropical mango fragrance with notes of ripe papaya
skin, orange, raspberry and crisp green apple.

Mint & Rose - A fresh floral accord with top notes of eucalyptus, nuances of peppermint and
lemon give way to a heart of rose, geranium, jasmine, ylang and lavender with a base of
florals, woods and amber.

Monkey Farts - A vibrant sweet fruity concoction with leading notes of banana and pear
supported by orange, lemon, lime, coconut and jasmine on a base of musk and vanilla.

Olympea - Our version of the popular ladies perfume. A sensual modern Oriental fragrance
opening with sparkling green mandarin, sweet orange, lush pear and aquatic notes leading
to a complex heart of water jasmine, mimosa, hot ginger lily and water lily resting on an
intense base of salted vanilla, sandalwood, amber, dry fruits and velvet woods.

Parma Violet - our version of the popular childrens sweet. A powdery floral accord with
green violet leaves and violet flower supported by warm rose, parma violets and freesia on a
base of iris and powdered violet.

Passionfruit Martini - Unisex, crisp and watery, this fresh citrus accord opens with
bergamot, tea and mandarin, ozone and cassis, on a floral heart of Jasmin and violet,
supported on a fond of musk, sandal and amber.



Pink Flamingo - A sweet sugary candy scent of strawberry and vanilla supported by a hint
of raspberry.

Pixie Dust – Our version of the popular designer perfume. A soft floral Oriental accord with
cool opening notes of soft bergamot, cooling green leaf and nuances of geranium
and freesia. The heart is soft and calming with white lily, orchid, rose and iris all resting on a
sensual base of vanilla, musks, patchouli and amber.

Plum & Rhubarb - A vibrant fruity accord of fresh rhubarb and juicy plum supported with
interludes of ripe pear and sweet peach with vanilla and sugar in the base.

Purple Rain - A fresh tropical cocktail with freshly squeezed grapefruits and cranberry juice
lavished by crisp vodka on the rocks garnished by a slice of Mexican lime.

Relaxing Embrace - Smells a lot like bubble bath! A gentle relaxing fragrance opening with
bergamot, aniseed and peppermint supported by a heart of fresh lavender and soft rose
resting on a base of precious woods, patchouli and musk.

Rhubarb & Custard - A sweet confectionary accord of juicy rhubarb and vanilla custard.

Rosey Wonderland - A fresh floral accord with green cut stem top notes on heart notes of
rose, geranium, orange flower, violet, jasmine and apple on a base of vanilla, musks and
powder.

Snow Angel – our version of the popular cosmetic scent by the bath bomb high street
retailer. A vibrant sweet fruity accord with notes of bubblegum, banana, pear drops, musk
and vanilla with sweet candy floss.

Spring Awakening – our version of the popular fabric softener fragrance. Fresh fruity green
chypre with geranium, pear, ylang, jasmine, neroli, carnation, amber, musk, patchouli and
tonka.

Spring Fresh – our version of the popular fabric softener. A fruity floral fragrance opening
with sweet notes of berries, pear and apple brightened with orange then introducing a
blossom heart of violets, rose and jasmine with hints of anise finally finishing with a trail of
patchouli and sugar.

Strawberries & Cream - A fruity fragrance of juicy ripe strawberries sprinkled in caster
sugar and covered in fresh double cream.

Strawberry and Lily -  our version of the popular fabric softener fragrance. A fresh fruity
floral fragrance with green fruity top notes, strawberry, gardenia, violet and jasmine in the
heart and a soft dry down with woods and vanilla.

Sweater Weather - Enjoy the feeling of being wrapped in your favourite cosy and clean
sweater on a fresh evening walk.  Gentle sparkling elements of lemon and bergamot are
complemented by outdoorsy stemmy green and ozonic notes.  Elegant lily and orchid



provide a petally transparent floralcy whilst gentle musks, wood and a drop of sugar wrap the
base.

Tulip Buds - A fresh floral accord opening with notes of crisp green leaves, marine notes,
clove bud and melon with a heart of tulip, peach blossom and bluebell notes on a base of
musk and sensual amber

Unicorn Sparkle – A sweet accord with notes of bergamot, orange, fig leaves and raspberry
leading to heart notes of lily of the valley, candyfloss, liquorice and strawberry resting on a
base of woods, powdery musk’s, vanilla and caramel.

Very Berry - A sweet fruity berry accord with rich fig, dewberry, sweet raspberry, strawberry
and blueberry and juicy black plum all on a base of patchouli, vetiver and musk.

White Dove - Similar in style and identity to this famous bar of soap. A comforting floral with
fresh aldehydic top notes accompanied by gentle floral notes of rose and jasmine.  The base
is composed of musk, moss, woods and a hint of sweet buttermilk.

Wild Savage – our version of the popular designer men’s scent. A cool unflappable fougere
where crisp bergamot and mandarin combine with geranium petals, olibanum oil, fresh
lavender sprigs, patchouli, moss and warm nuances of precious amber and musk.

Christmas & Seasonal Fragrances

Almond Marzipan - A sweet accord of almond smothered in warm, golden sugar, infused
with hints of butter and mouth-watering crushed vanilla pod.

Apple & Spiced Cinnamon - A blend of spicy cinnamon and clove, apple and vanilla.

Candy Apple - A mouthwatering candy apple accord with top notes of juicy red apple with a
heart of apple, peach and smooth caramel on a base of fluffy musk, sweet vanilla and a
frosting of sugar.

Candy Cane - A sweet peppermint cream accord sweetened by creamy vanilla and
sparkling fondant sugar.

Christmas Spice - A spicy fragrance, with cinnamon, clove and cranberry top notes, a
jasmine and oriental floral heart, on a base of vanilla and wood.

Cinnamon Orange - A spicy fragrance with citrus notes of orange and tangerine leading to
spicy nuances of cinnamon, ginger and clove with hints of creamy vanilla.

Cinnamon Pinecones - Capture the essence of Christmas with this herbal woody aroma
where the festive scent of pine is lifted by touches of eucalyptus, green leaves and citrus
hints. At the heart, the fragrance continues to flourish over the refreshing medley of conifer
and hyacinth, warmed by hints of cinnamon. All of this is smoothed by base notes of
cedarwood, amber and earthy undertones.



Easter Eggs - smells just like chocolate

Eskimoes Kiss - A complex and layered blend where crisp top notes of eucalyptus, mint
and fresh orange saunter along ocean breezes into a heart of lily, hyacinth, orchid, rose,
earth and sweet fruity raspberry, strawberry, blackberry, pineapple, cassis, lilacs and
aromatic wine. At the base, cedar, amber, musk, burnt sugar and vanilla complete the
fragrance profile.

Flozo Cranberry & Orange - A blend of sweet orange, bergamot, orange flower, jasmine,
gardenia, sandalwood, white amber and musks.

Flozo Warm Cinnamon - A warm inviting festive fragrance that begins with sparkling citrus
notes of orange and white grapefruit. The heart is a rich spicy blend of
cinnamon, clove, winter apple and pine needles. At the base, vanilla, winter woods and
musk complete the profile.

Flozo Winter Spice - A zingy spice fragrance where sparkling orange notes combine with
rich cinnamon and clove bud resting upon smooth woods, tonka and vanilla.

Frosted Cranberries - A deliciously edible smelling aroma combined with a festive fruity red
berry blend dominated by cranberry, leading onto ripe raspberry, followed by green apple
and grape with citrus hints, supported by notes of sweet, powdery vanilla.

Frosted Plum - A sweet sugary plum accord supported by notes of creamy vanilla.

Ginger & Nutmeg - A rich spice woody garland with grated nutmeg, freshly sliced ginger,
winter juniper berries and cardamom seeds lifted by Sicilian winter lemons a base of dry
lavender flowers and warm spices is smoothed by dark woods and cool amber.

Gingerbread - A freshly baked gingerbread aroma opening with top notes of rich warm spicy
ginger blended with mouth-watering notes of cinnamon, orange, buttery biscuit and a
whisper of sweet sugary vanilla.

Ho Ho Ho - A seasonal mince pie and brandy butter fragrance blending notes of apple, pear,
almond and spice, with notes of warm pastry supported by a rich brandy butter accord.

Hot Cross Buns - smells exactly like them

Orange Clove - A spicy fragrance with orange, cinnamon, clove and nutmeg.

Pumpkin Pie - Fresh orange top notes blend into a spicy heart of cinnamon, ginger and
nutmeg, with rich base notes of wood, vanilla and tonka bean. Pumpkin Spice - rich, creamy
pumpkin spiced with lashings of cinnamon, nutmeg, clove & ginger - the essential Autumnal
fragrance.

Toasted Marshmallow - A sweet sugary type accord with notes of vanilla and candyfloss
and hints of fruits.



Toffee Apple - A lovely autumn fragrance, creamy, buttery notes mingle with green apple.
The fragrance has floral blossom heart notes, and then a big whoosh of toffee and caramel
with smooth vanilla underpinnings.

Discontinued Fragrances due to lack of popularity

Lime, Basil & Mandarin - our version of the popular designer scent. A refreshing citrus
fragrance where notes of juicy mandarin, lemon and a nuance of lime are accompanied by
uplifting basil and thyme with a hint of lemongrass and spearmint. These all rest on a cool
moss base with accents of labdanum and vetivert.

You can get all of our beautiful fragrances at:
Etsy – https://www.etsy.com/uk/shop/AngelicScentsWax
Ebay – https://www.ebay.co.uk/usr/angelicscentswaxmelts
Website - https://AngelicScents.co.uk
Follow Us on:
Facebook – https://facebook.com/angelicscentsuk
Instagram – https://instagram.com/angelicscentsuk
TikTok – https://www.tiktok.com/@angelicscentsuk
Pinterest – https://pinterest.com/angelicscentswaxmelts
Twitter - https://twitter.com/scents_angelic
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